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*****.S.A. Richardson s debut novel set on the fantasy island of
Valhanor where the old tales of monsters are often true. There
shall come one, and never again shall there be another. The
ancient kingdoms of old have fallen, and the once righteous
island of Valhanor is now tainted by the Darkness. The
kingdom founded by Elnar the Great is beginning to tear itself
apart as the noblemen argue over the hand of the Princess
Acacia. As the King s grip on power weakens, he sends a group
of his secret Knights to reclaim an old artefact that could unite
the kingdom and restore his power. Henri Richards a lowborn
fieldworker struggles to accept his lowly position and dreams
of a better life. He plans to gain enough coin to buy his
independence from the Lord and marry the woman he loves.
But when those plans go wrong he is forced on to a quest to
save the kingdom and redeem his honour. With the kingdom s
future hanging upon the shoulders of an unlikely...
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It is fantastic and great. It usually will not charge an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Modesto Ma nte-- Modesto Ma nte

Definitely among the finest book We have at any time read. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading
this one. Your lifestyle period will likely be transform once you total reading this article book.
-- Flor ence B a tz  IV-- Flor ence B a tz  IV
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